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Abstract 9 

Background: Environmental magnetism, focusing on ferrimagnetic iron oxides, provides useful 10 

additional information on pollution of different environments. Magnetic methods have been applied 11 

to studies of atmospheric dust, namely PM10 (particulate matter smaller than 10 micrometers) in, 12 

e.g., industrial or urban areas. Until now, positive correlation was reported between concentration of 13 

iron oxides (expressed in terms of either magnetic susceptibility, saturation remanent or saturation 14 

induced magnetization) and concentration of PM10 or smaller. Purpose of this study was to verify 15 

the relationship between iron oxides and PM at monitoring site close to source of emissions rich in 16 

iron oxides during period of smoggy conditions.  17 

Results: We examined 24-hours PM10 and PM1 samples, collected during 10 days of smoggy winter 18 

period at a site close to steel plant, which represents a significant source of atmospheric emissions in 19 

industrial region of Northern Moravia (Czech Republic), known for generally high degree of air 20 

pollution. Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured in order to obtain parameters reflecting the 21 

concentration and grain-size distribution of iron oxides. Our data show unexpected negative 22 

correlation between saturation magnetization (concentration of ferrimagnetic iron oxides) and both 23 

PM1 and PM10 concentrations, to the best of our knowledge the trend not being reported yet. 24 

Conclusions: Our finding may seemingly disqualify magnetic methods as useful proxy in air pollution 25 

studies. However, we suggest that this is an exceptional case, specific to this region and monitoring 26 

site, as well as to synoptic conditions during the smoggy period. Although the significant dust 27 
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emissions are presumably rich in iron oxides, the overall air quality at the monitoring site is 28 

determined by the general environment, controlled by many other sources of different character in 29 

the region, and by the specific climatic conditions. Thus, the nearby steel plant, presumably emitting 30 

dust rich in ferrimagnetic iron oxides, dominates the deposited dust at the nearby monitoring site 31 

only during very few days of suitable weather (namely wind speed and direction). 32 

Keywords: environmental magnetism, magnetite, atmospheric dust, pollution, steel works, 33 

correlation 34 

Background 35 

Environmental magnetism applies rock-magnetic methods to assess the composition, concentration, 36 

and grain-size distribution of ferrimagnetic iron oxides, namely magnetite and maghemite. Originally 37 

developed for the study of historical records of geomagnetic field and its changes in rocks 38 

(paleomagnetism), these methods are now also used to study magnetic properties of, e.g., 39 

sediments, soils, atmospheric dust and its biocarriers (tree leaves and needles, lichens, mosses), 40 

mainly in order to establish the correlation between magnetite (and/or maghemite) and 41 

environmentally-significant parameters, such as concentration of heavy metals or particulate matter 42 

of specific size (PM10), and thus to assess the environmental stress reflected by the presence of 43 

these minerals. Muxworthy et al. (2001) investigated samples of respirable atmospheric particulate 44 

matter collected in Munich, Germany, and compared them with pollution and meteorological data. 45 

The primary magnetic mineral identified was magnetite in the grain-size range 0.2-5 m and 46 

concentrations of 0.3-0.6% in mass. Saturation remanent magnetization (Mrs) of daily samples of 47 

PM10, collected at two sites in Munich, Germany, was found to be strongly correlated with the PM 48 

mass, with the magnetite concentration being 0.3-0.5% by mass (Muxworthy et al., 2003). Magnetite 49 

as the dominant magnetic mineral was identified in particulate matter 10 m or less in diameter 50 

(PM10) collected at sites with different level of air pollution also by Petrovsky et al. (2013). Sagnotti 51 

et al. (2006) reported on the magnetic properties of PM10 samples collected by six automatic 52 

stations installed for air quality monitoring through the Latium Region (Italy). In addition to magnetic 53 



parameters reflecting the composition, concentration and grain size distribution of iron oxides, 54 

Sagnotti et al. (2006) examined also low‐field magnetic susceptibility and found high positive 55 

correlation with PM10. More details on composition, concentration and grain size distribution of 56 

magnetic fraction deposited on tree leaves as well as collected by automated monitoring station in 57 

Rome were published by Sagnotti et al. (2009). Magnetic properties of tree leaves as biocarriers of 58 

the deposited atmospheric dust have been investigated in relation to air pollution by many authors 59 

(Hofman et al., 2017; Jordanova et al., 2010b; Jordanova et al., 2003; Kardel et al., 2018; Kardel et al., 60 

2011; Kardel et al., 2012; Maher et al., 2008; Matzka and Maher, 1999; Mitchell and Maher, 2009; 61 

Mitchell et al., 2010; Moreno et al., 2003; Rodriguez-Germade et al., 2014; Sagnotti et al., 2009; 62 

Zhang et al., 2006). There are also numerous studies on magnetic properties of tree needles 63 

(Jordanova et al., 2010; Lehndorff et al., 2006; Urbat et al., 2004), tree barks, rings or branches 64 

(Brignole et al., 2018; Vezzola et al., 2017; Wuyts et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008), 65 

lichens, in situ or transplanted (Chaparro et al., 2013; Kodnik et al., 2017; Marie et al., 2016; Marie et 66 

al., 2018; Paoli et al., 2017; Salo et al., 2012), and moss and transplanted moss bags (Fabian et al., 67 

2011; Limo et al., 2018; Salo et al., 2012, 2016a, 2016b; Salo and Makinen, 2014, 2019; Vukovic et al., 68 

2015a; Vukovic et al., 2015b). High sensitivity of magnetic methods enabled even examination of 69 

magnetic properties of spider webs (Rachwal et al., 2018). Magnetic measurements of different 70 

carriers of atmospherically deposited dust particles have unambiguously several advantages: very 71 

high sensitivity in terms of concentration of ferrimagnetic iron oxides, non-destructive character, 72 

ability to investigate short-term (daily samples) as well as long-term deposition (months to years), 73 

and/or possibility to be applied in remote places without any infrastructure and electricity 74 

(transplanted lichens and moss bags). However, it has to be emphasized that the results in terms of 75 

air pollution are site specific; correlation with environmentally important parameters has to be 76 

established for each study site independently. It seems also clear that saturation magnetization 77 

(either remanent or induced) is more sensitive and reliable magnetic parameter compared to 78 



magnetic susceptibility, the use of the latter one as a rapid method of assessing the bulk magnetic 79 

content of atmospheric particulate matter could be misleading. 80 

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, all the studies reported on positive correlation between 81 

concentration of ferrimagnetic iron oxides and particulate matter, either PM10 or smaller. In this 82 

study, we examine daily PM10 and PM1 samples collected by automatic high-volume samplers at 83 

industrial monitoring site located very close to the iron smelter during smoggy period, characterized 84 

by very high level of air pollution. Magnetite was determined as the main magnetic fraction in PM10 85 

collected at the same monitoring station in our previous study (Petrovsky et al., 2013). The aim of the 86 

present study was to determine the relationship between concentration of magnetite and PM at this 87 

specific industrial site, where we assumed that magnetite is predominantly of industrial origin, 88 

emitted from the steel plant. Moreover, due to the specific climatic conditions during the smoggy 89 

period the emitted dust is supposed to remain in the close neighbourhood of the source. 90 

Samples and Methods 91 

Daily samples of PM10 and PM1 (20 samples each) were collected from 30 January to 7 February 92 

2012 using two parallel Grasseby-Andersen high-volume samplers during day and night time (thus 93 

representing 12 hours accumulation) on acetyl-nitrocellulose filters at monitoring station “Ostrava 94 

Radvanice ZU” (formerly Ostrava Bartovice, GPS 49°48'25.4"N 18°20'20.9"E, altitude of 263 m a.s.l., 95 

Fig. 1). This period was characterized by smoggy conditions, with PM10 daily average concentrations 96 

well above 50 g/m3 (Table 1). After this period, when the daily PM10 values dropped below the 97 

limit of 50 g/m3, additional sampling from 16 to 18 February was carried out in order to obtain 98 

samples for comparison. 99 

The station belongs to automatic monitoring network of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute 100 

(www.chmi.cz). It is located in residential area, about 50 m from major road and some few hundreds 101 

of meters from major steel works to the south-west (Fig. 1). According to the EOI 97/101/EC 102 

document (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-103 



content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31997D0101&from=EN), the station is classified as industrial, and 104 

the zone is characterized as industrial/suburban/residential 105 

(http://portal.chmi.cz/files/portal/docs/uoco/web_generator/locality/pollution_locality/loc_TORE_G106 

B.html). The spatial representativeness of the station is within the microscale of 100 m. The site is 107 

considered as one with the most polluted atmosphere in the Czech Republic. In 2012, the maximum 108 

of daily average concentration of PM10, was 281.3 g/m3, median was 35.2 g/m3, the daily limit of 109 

PM10 was exceeded during 166 days. The annual average concentration of PM10 was 49.5 g/m3 110 

(data based on automatic monitoring using the optoelectronic method, CHMI, 2012). Data for PM1 111 

are not available for that period, only PM10 and PM2.5 were monitored automatically. The sampling 112 

period of February 2012 was characterized by smoggy conditions; the daily limit of PM10 was 113 

consistently exceeded from 24 January until 21 February (Table 1). The average daily PM10 114 

concentrations during January and February 2012 ranged from 15.9 to 281.3 g/m3 (automatic 115 

monitoring system, optoelectronic method, www.chmi.cz). 116 

 117 

 118 

 

Fig. 1 Location of the study site. The detail shows positions of the steel plant and Radvanice and 

Bartovice suburban areas in relation to the monitoring station. 

http://www.chmi.cz/
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Table 1 List of particulate matter (PM) sample codes, corresponding sampling time and average daily 

concentration of PM10, and meteorological data. Note that values of concentration of PM10 were 

obtained using automatic optoelectronic method and represent 24-hour averages. Optoelctronic 

data for concentration of PM1 are not available. 

Specimen Code Sampling Period PM10 

[g/m
3
] 

Air 
Pressure 

[hPa] 

Humidity 
[%] 

Temperature 

[C] 

Wind  
Speed 
[m/s] 

Wind 
Direction PM10 PM1 Start End 

G180 G181 
30/01/2012 

09:00 
30/01/2012 

19:00 
121.8 1031.0 65.7 -10.3 1.7 NE (ENE) 

G178 G179 
30/01/2012 

19:00 
31/01/2012 

07:00  
1030.8 78.3 -13.9 1.0 NE (ENE) 

G176 G177 
31/01/2012 

07:00 
31/01/2012 

19:00 
131.5 1029.4 71.6 -12.8 1.4 NE (ENE) 

G174 G175 
31/01/2012 

19:00 
01/02/2012 

07:15  
1028.4 75.7 -14.1 0.9 NE 

G172 G173 
01/02/2012 

07:45 
01/02/2012 

19:00 
103.5 1028.6 70.3 -14.2 2.2 NE 

G170 G171 
01/02/2012 

19:00 
02/02/2012 

07:00  
1028.9 76.8 -16.8 1.7 NE 

G168 G169 
02/02/2012 

08:00 
02/02/2012 

19:00 
228.7 1029.2 71.8 -15.6 1.4 N 

G166 G167 
02/02/2012 

20:00 
03/02/2012 

07:00  
1029.7 78.5 -17.7 0.9 NE (ENE) 

G164 G165 
03/02/2012 

07:00 
03/02/2012 

19:00 
180.6 1030.0 63.7 -16.0 1.8 NE (ENE) 

G162 G163 
03/02/2012 

19:00 
04/02/2012 

07:00  
1031.7 73.3 -18.2 1.3 NNE 

G160 G161 
04/02/2012 

07:00 
04/02/2012 

19:00 
147.4 1031.2 67.5 -16.4 1.7 NNE 

G158 G159 
04/02/2012 

19:00 
05/02/2012 

07:00  
1030.5 64.1 -15.0 1.5 NE (NNE) 

G156 G157 
05/02/2012 

07:00 
05/02/2012 

19:00 
127.1 1030.2 58.0 -13.2 2.1 NE (ENE) 

G154 G155 
05/02/2012 

19:00 
06/02/2012 

07:00  
1029.9 74.6 -15.5 1.2 NNE (ENE) 

G152 G153 
06/02/2012 

07:00 
06/02/2012 

19:00 
141.7 1028.8 72.8 -14.5 1.7 

N (NNW, 
NNE) 

G150 G151 
06/02/2012 

19:00 
07/02/2012 

07:00  
1028.0 74.5 -13.6 2.2 NE (NNE) 

G148 G149 
16/02/2012 

09:00 
16/02/2012 

19:00 
49.5 1013.8 83.0 -2.9 1.8 NNW 

G146 G147 
16/02/2012 

19:00 
17/02/2012 

07:00  
1016.5 84.6 -3.1 1.4 

W (NW, 
WSW) 

G144 G145 
17/02/2012 

07:00 
17/02/2012 

19:00 
62.8 1012.2 93.0 -1.3 1.9 SW (WWN) 

G74 G143 
17/02/2012 

19:00 
18/02/2012 

07:00  
1014.8 88.3 1.3 1.4 

W (WSW, 
WNW) 



Magnetic properties were measured using ADE EV9 vibrating sample magnetometer (DSM 120 

Magnetics, ADE Corporation; Lowell, MA, USA) at room temperature. Hysteresis loops (induced 121 

magnetization) were measured in magnetic fields from -2 to +2 T. In order to define the intersections 122 

with the field and magnetization axes using linear interpolation (coercive force Bc and saturation 123 

remanent magnetization Mrs, respectively), the field step varied from 0.5 mT to 50 mT for different 124 

sections of the loop, the finest field step was used around the intersection with the magnetization 125 

axis. From each sample, a specimen 1 cm wide and 10 cm long was cut, carefully folded and attached 126 

to the quartz sample holder using teflon tape. The measured magnetization represents a 127 

combination of different responses: that of diamagnetic substance of the filter and quartz sample 128 

holder, and diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic minerals contained in the dust. In order to 129 

obtain only the signal corresponding to ferrimagnetic minerals (presumably magnetite), first 130 

background curve of the blank filter was subtracted from the measured data. Then, combined 131 

paramagnetic and diamagnetic linear contribution to magnetization of minerals present in the 132 

specimen was determined by linear regression fit above 1 T and subtracted from the whole 133 

hysteresis loop (Fig. 2). The measured data were normalized by mass of the measured dust mMD, 134 

which was determined as follows: 135 

mMD  (mSP/m0)mD, 136 

where mSP is mass of the measured specimen, m0 is mass of the original sample (whole filter and 137 

deposited dust), and mD is mass of the dust deposited on the whole filter. Distribution of the dust on 138 

the surface of the filter can be considered as sufficiently homogeneous (Sysalova et al., 2002). 139 

Mass-normalized saturation induced magnetization Ms depends solely on the concentration of 140 

ferrimagnetic substance; in case of pure magnetite, Ms would be 90-92 Am2/kg. Saturation remanent 141 

magentization Mrs depends on the concentration as well as on grain-size distribution of the 142 

ferrimagnetic substances. The ration Mrs/Ms reflects the squarness of the hysteresis loop and like 143 

coercive force Bc depends mostly on the grain-size distribution. Coarse, multidomain particles have 144 



low values of both Mrs/Ms and Bc, finer stable single-domain particles show higher values. Finally, 145 

ultra-fine, superparamagentic particles contribute neither to Mrs nor to Bc. For more details on these 146 

magnetic properties and their meaning, see, e.g., Dunlop and Ozdemir (1997). 147 

Magnetic properties determined from the hysteresis loops (Ms, Mrs and Bc) were compared with the 148 

PM10 and PM1 concentrations of the corresponding samples collected by the high-volume samplers 149 

using bi-plots and linear regression.  150 

Results and Discussion 151 

Samples with the corresponding sampling period, concentration of PM10 obtained using automatic 152 

opetoelectronic method (about 12-hour averages, corresponding to the period of sampling by the 153 

high-volume samplers), and basic meteorological data are listed in Table 1. Table 2 shows the data of 154 

PM10 and PM1 concentrations determined from the dust collected by the high-volume samplers 155 

(about 12-hour sampling periods) and magnetic properties of the measured specimens (saturation 156 

 

Fig. 2 Example of the measured hysteresis loop and data processing (correction for the background 

and linear diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions). 



induced and remanent magnetizations and coercive force). It is obvious that except for one specimen 157 

(G148, day period towards the end of the sampling), the PM10 concentrations determined by the 158 

automatic monitoring system exceeded the allowed limit for daily average of 50 g/m3 (WHO, 2006). 159 

This is in good agreement with the PM10 concentrations determined from the collected samples of 160 

PM10, which were well above the limit of 50 g/m3 (except for three specimens at the end of the 161 

sampling period). Although the limit of 50 g/m3 represents the daily average and our data 162 

correspond to about 12-hours sampling period, we use this allowance limit for reference to 163 

emphasize that the sampling period was characterized by significantly increased levels of air 164 

pollution. 165 

Saturation induced magnetization Ms of the PM10 specimens varies from 0.140 to 0.467 Am2/kg. One 166 

specimen (G148) shows significantly increased value of 0.953 Am2/kg. The average value of Ms is 167 

0.351 Am2/kg (including the G148 specimen). Three specimens (G146, G144 and G74) are considered 168 

as outliers, with Ms of 10.944, 14.971 and 14.733 Am2/kg, respectively (Table 2). These three values 169 

are very high in terms of concentration of magnetite (100% magnetite would have Ms of 90-92 170 

Am2/kg, e.g., Dunlop and Ozdemir, 1997). The corresponding saturation remanent magnetization Mrs 171 

values are about 10 times lower, ranging from 0.014 to 0.051 Am2/kg, specimen G148 has Mrs of 172 

0.100 Am2/kg. The average value of PM10 Mrs is 0.037 Am2/kg. The three outliers (G146, G144 and 173 

G74) have Mrs of 0.998, 1.277 and 1.181 Am2/kg, respectively (Table 2). Correlation of Ms and Mrs 174 

with the PM10 concentrations is shown in Fig. 3, where striking trend can be observed. Both 175 

parameters clearly show negative trend with the PM10 concentration, except for the three outliers 176 

(G146, G144 and G74), with the goodness of the fit R2 of 0.449 and 0.473, respectively, suggesting 177 

moderately strong correlation. 178 

Very similar observation was done in the case of PM1. Ms values vary from 0.066 to 0.293 Am2/kg, 179 

with an average of 0.169 Am2/kg. Again, three outliers were identified (G147, G145 and G143), 180 

coinciding in the sampling time with those of PM10. These have Ms of 8.448, 9.192 and 8.636 181 



Am2/kg, respectively. Mrs values are between 0.007 and 0.033 Am2/kg, with an average of 0.018 182 

Am2/kg. The three outliers have Mrs of 0.779, 0.722 and 0.719 Am2/kg, respectively (Table 2). 183 

Correlation between Mrs and PM1 concentration is depicted in Fig. 4. Similar negative trend as in 184 

Fig. 3 can be observed also in the case of PM1, with the R2 parameter of 0.586 for Ms vs. PM1 185 

(suggesting moderate correlation), and of 0.279 for Mrs vs. PM1, suggesting weak correlation. 186 

Values of coercive force Bc are from 7.7 to 11.8 mT (average of 9.68 mT) for PM10, and between 4.8 187 

and 12.3 mT (average of 7.81 mT) for PM1. Only week relationship between was observed, with R2 of 188 

0.1175 and 0.169, respectively (Fig. 5). 189 

Table 2 List of magnetic parameters of the measured specimens and concentrations of the deposited 

PM10 and PM1. Coe: concentration of PM obtained using automatic optoelectronic method (24-hour 

averages), Chv: concentration of PM obtained using high-volume sampler samples (12-hour averages), 

Ms: saturation induced magnetization, Mrs: saturation remanent magnetization, Bc: coercive force. 

PM10 PM1 

Code 
Coe 

[g/m
3
] 

Chv 

[g/m
3
] 

Ms 
[Am

2
/kg] 

Mrs 
[Am

2
/kg] 

Bc 
[mT] 

Code 
Chv 

[g/m
3
] 

Ms 
[Am

2
/kg] 

Mrs 
[Am

2
/kg] 

Bc 
[mT] 

G180 121.8 93.2 0.247 0.026 9.1 G181 52.6 0.140 0.012 7.8 

G178  80.5 0.200 0.026 8.4 G179 39.7 0.152 0.018 7.4 

G176 131.5 93.9 0.306 0.031 10.2 G177 49.5 0.170 0.022 9.1 

G174  90.2 0.284 0.029 8.9 G175 45.7 0.163 0.017 6.5 

G172 103.5 67.5 0.393 0.042 10.2 G173 30.7 0.172 0.015 12.3 

G170  73.2 0.467 0.046 8.7 G171 39 0.293 0.033 7.5 

G168 228.7 95.5 0.307 0.032 10.4 G169 73.6 0.104 0.010 8.3 

G166  166.4 0.140 0.014 8.3 G167 103.8 0.066 0.010 5.3 

G164 180.6 150.7 0.194 0.021 7.7 G165 59.8 0.113 0.012 4.8 

G162  171.3 0.236 0.023 9.8 G163 70.5 0.127 0.020 8.2 

G160 147.4 140.0 0.285 0.035 10.4 G161 56.6 0.175 0.018 6.8 

G158  90.5 0.465 0.046 9.1 G159 40.8 0.225 0.021 9.0 

G156 127.1 56.0 0.416 0.046 11.8 G157 25.9 0.243 0.031 7.8 

G154  107.4 0.213 0.024 11.1 G155 49 0.098 0.014 8.4 

G152 141.7 102.9 0.421 0.040 9.2 G153 46.3 0.146 0.007 7.8 

G150  87.1 0.440 0.051 10.6 G151 32.8 0.244 0.026 7.4 

G148 49.5 41.7 0.953 0.100 10.4 G149 27.5 0.249 0.017 5.8 

G146  33.2 10.944 0.998 9.8 G147 17.9 8.448 0.779 8.5 

G144 62.8 63.4 14.971 1.277 9.8 G145 29.4 9.192 0.722 8.0 

G74  39.8 14.733 1.181 9.7 G143 17.9 8.636 0.719 9.4 



While the saturation induced magnetization Ms values depend only on the concentration of 190 

ferrimagnetic fraction, the remanent magnetization Mrs is affected also by the grain-size distribution. 191 

Finer stable single-domain (SSD) particles have significantly higher values than coarse multi-domain 192 

(MD) particles. Ultra-fine nanosized superparamagnetic (SP) particles do not contribute to magnetic 193 

 

Fig. 3 Correlation between magnetization and concentration of PM10, collected by the high-volume 

sampler. Ms: saturation induced magnetization, Mrs: saturation remanent magnetization (values are 

multiplied by a factor of 10). Specimens G74, G144 and G146 are considered as outliers. R2 is 

goodness of the fit parameter (coefficient of determination) of linear regression. 



remanence. Theoretical value of Mrs/Ms for a system of non-interacting SSD particles is 0.5. In our 194 

case, the values for PM10 specimens are from 0.080 to 0.129, with the average of 0.104. No outliers 195 

were detected in this case and no correlation with PM10 concentration was observed. In case of PM1 196 

specimens, Mrs/Ms ranges from 0.047 to 0.154, the average being 0.104. These values, along with the 197 

very close similarity in relationship between Ms and Mrs on one side and PM concentration on the 198 

other (Figs 3 and 4) clearly support the idea that the coarse MD particles dominate the collected PM 199 

samples. However, both the Ms and Mrs values of PM10 are about twice of those of PM1 specimens, 200 

suggesting that concentration of magnetite in PM10 is about two times higher than in PM1. 201 

 

Fig. 4 The same as in Fig. 3, but for PM1. Here specimens G143, G145 and G147 are considered as 

outliers. 



Very similar relationship between concentration of ferrimagnetic iron oxides, expressed by Ms, and 202 

concentration of PM10 and PM1 suggest that composition of the particulate matter in both fractions 203 

is controlled by the same sources. However, the steel plant in the proximity does not contribute 204 

significantly to air pollution in these days. Somewhat weaker relationship between Mrs and PM1 may 205 

be explained by higher relative contribution of nano-sized SP magnetite particles, which do not 206 

contribute to magnetic remanence. However, situation is completely different during the days when 207 

the outliers where collected (at the end of the sampling smoggy period). These specimens show 208 

significantly higher values of Ms and Mrs, while the grain-size dependent Bc does not change. This can 209 

be interpreted as dominant contribution from the steel plant due to wind direction blowing from the 210 

plant to the monitoring station, while in the previous days it was blowing from the opposite 211 

direction. 212 

 

Fig. 5 Correlation between coercive force Bc and concentration of PM collected by the high-volume 

sampler. 



It is interesting to see that the days with extremely high content of iron oxides (outliers in Figs 3 213 

and 4) coincide not only with the change in the wind direction, but also with increased average daily 214 

humidity and temperature, and decreased air pressure (Table 1). This may indicate worse 215 

atmospheric circulation and dispersion of dust. However, elucidating this observation would require 216 

much larger data set. 217 

According to the information provided by the steel plant, special measures were in force during the 218 

smoggy period. Namely, one baking belt with electrostatic filter in the southern part of the plant 219 

stopped, while the remaining three belts with tissue filters in the northern side and one with 220 

electrostatic filter in the southern side of the plant continued operation. This resulted in reduction of 221 

production of this section by about 15%. Other specific actions were taken in different sections of the 222 

plant with the aim to reduce dust emissions. These actions started on 28 January 2012 and lasted 223 

until 16 February 2012. Thus, they fully covered our sampling period and we assume they did not 224 

affect significantly our results, namely the pronounced change in the observed trend between 225 

content of iron oxides and concentration of particulate matter. 226 

Conclusions 227 

Magnetic properties of day and night atmospheric dust samples of PM10 and PM1, collected by high-228 

volume samplers during smoggy period of winter 2012 at an industrial monitoring site located close 229 

to major steel plant, were analyzed in comparison with the PM concentrations and local weather 230 

conditions. Contrary to all the results published until now, our data show negative correlation 231 

between the concentration of PM10 and saturation induced magnetization, which is a measure of 232 

concentration of ferrimagnetic iron oxides magnetite and maghemite. The same results were 233 

obtained also for PM1. Three distinct outliers, which do not follow this trend and show 234 

magnetization values about 1.5 orders higher, were collected during days with the westerly’s 235 

prevailing wind (blowing from major city and steel plant) and changed weather conditions. We 236 

believe that the iron-oxides content in the dust collected only during these days was controlled by 237 



the emissions from the steel plant. During the other days, the complexity and high number of 238 

different pollution sources in the region, combined with the weather conditions (smoggy period) 239 

caused that the steel plant did not contribute significantly to air pollution at the nearby monitoring 240 

station. These are the first results showing such negative correlation between concentration of iron 241 

oxides and dust, which are striking in particular at site close to source of emissions rich in iron oxides. 242 

Despite that, our findings do not exclude magnetic methods from environmental monitoring. 243 

However, one has to realize that magnetic monitoring is site specific, reflects local conditions, and, as 244 

a first step, basic trendlines between the content of iron oxides and pollutants have to be 245 

determined at any new site. 246 

List of Abbreviations 247 

Bc coercive force in T (magnetic field in direction opposite to previous saturation, at which 248 

induced magnetization changes its sign) 249 

CHMI Czech Hydrometeorological Institute 250 

Chv concentration of PM determined from the mass of high-volume sampler samples before 251 

and after the sampling (12-hour averages) 252 

Coe concentration of PM obtained using automatic optoelectronic method (24-hour averages) 253 

m0 mass of the original sample 254 

mMD mass of the collected dust 255 

Mrs saturation remanent magnetization in Am2/kg (magnetization in zero field after previous 256 

saturation) 257 

Ms saturation induced magnetization in Am2/kg 258 

mSP mass of the measured specimen 259 

PM particulate matter 260 

PM1 particulate matter smaller than 1 micrometer 261 

PM10 particulate matter smaller than 10 micrometers 262 

R2 goodness of the fit parameter (coefficient of determination) of linear regression 263 
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